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We have ~tudred elcctrons above l~quid films of 'He and 4He condensed on various solid ~ubstratcs. For helium films on 
sorid hydrogen, pronounced osciElations of the electron mobility are ah~erved as the film thickness is changcd. The osctllat~ons 
are related to the formation of layers of the liquid close to thc wall. Our results indicatc substantla1 layering of the films up to 
nearly 10 atomic distances. 

Nous avons ttudii  Ies electrons au-dessus de films Ilquides de 3 ~ e  et 'He condenses sur d i f fknts  substrats solides. Pour des 
films d'hklium sur hydrogene solide, on observe des oscillations prononcte~ de la rnobilite des electrons lorsque I'Cpaisscur du 
film est changee. Ces osciIlations sont re11i.e~ i la format~on dc couchc du llqurde prts de la parei. Nos rksultats indlquenr que 
la fomat~on de couches dans les films est importante jusqu'i presquc 10 distances atamiques. 
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I .  Introduction t 
Among the various probes for studying surfaces, free elec- 

trons probably play the most important role nowadays. More 
and more soph~sticated techniques have been developed to 
investigate the structure and the excitation of surfaces by low 
energy electron diffraction, electron energy loss spectroscopy, 
etc. These methods usually require luItra high vacuum condi- 
tions and are therefore suitable only for studying solid surfaces. 
For liqu~ds the vapor pressure in general is so high and hence 
the mean free path of the electrons so short that these tech- 
niques are not applicable. Here we discuss a method that 
although quite different from the conventional electron spec- 
troscopies, also makes use of free (or rather quasl-free) elec- 
trons to obtain information about substrate surfaces via the 
interaction of the electrons with these substrates. This method 
relies on materials with a negative electron affinity and is 
therefore, in particular, suited for the quantum liquids and 
solids formed by helium hydrogen; it can be applied even 
under conditions where the mean free path of the electrons is 
relative1 y short. 

In the work presented here we have used the electrons to 
study thin liquid films of He covering solid substrates, mainly 

I solid H2. Before describing our results, we give a brief outline 
of the behavior of electrons on bulk liquid He. Some reviews 
on this subiect are listed in ref. I .  

1 

2. Electrons on bulk liquid He 
TEMPERATURE (K) 

Electrons on the surface of liquid He are trapped in a FIG. 1 .  Electron mobility an bulk %e (from ref. I )  

potential well due to the image field that confines the klectrons 
to movement parallel to the surface. A potential barrier of 
104K prevents the electrons from entering the liquid. At low 
temperatures (T 5 1 K) only the ground state (bound with an 
energy of 10 K) is populated, where the electrons have a 
distance of about l00A from the Iiquid. The interaction with 
the surface is thus relatively weak, giving rise to a high 
mobility p of these "surface electrons." 

Two mechanisms govern the electron mobility in this case. 
At T < 0.7 K ,  p is essentially determined by scattering of the 
electrons from ripplons on the superAuid surface, leading to 
on1y a weak temperature dependence, as shown in Fig. 1. For 
higher T the increasing number of atoms In the gaf phase 

dominates the scattering, and as a result the mobility drops 
rapidly. In addition to these "single electron" effects, a strong 
influence on the mobility is observed when the 2-dimensional 
electron layer undergoes, at low enough T,  a phase transition 
to an electron sol~d,  the so-called Wigner crystal (1, 2). 

3. Electron density on He films 
In the context of Wigner crystallization, interest in electrons 

on films arose because one expects to reach higher electron 
densities, and thus wider regions in the phase diagram, an a 
film as compared to the bulk liquid. In the latter case a 
fundamental limit is set by the electrohydrodynamic (EHD) 
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instability of the charged surface, which develops far electron 
densities above a critical value n,. The EHD instability is a 
result of the softening of rippIons in the presence of the electron 
layer, described by the dispersion relation for a charged surfacc 
( 3 )  : L 0 0 

17 4.rrn2e2 
[ I ]  w 2 = g k + - k 3 - -  k2 

P P 

Here w and k are the ripplon frequency and wave vector, 
respectively, 8 is the acceleration due to gravity, cr the surface w 
tension, p the density of the liquid, and e the electronic charge. Z 
According to I l l ,  w becomes imaginary and the surface there- 
fore unstable at 

1 
[2]  n, = - ( p g ~ / 4 ~ 2 ) " 4  

e 

which for 4He at I K yields a value of n, = 2.4 x 1 O9 cm-'. 
For films, [ I ]  is modified due to the van der Waals interac- 

tion of the He with the substrate: 

4.1rn2e2 
-- k 2 ~ ( k ,  E) tanh (kd)  

P I 
The factor ~ / p  takes into account that only the superfluid 
fraction of the liquid can move in the film, tanh ( k d )  arises 
from the finite thickness d of the liquid, and the factor F is 
approximately equal to the dielectric constant E of the solid 
substrate. The van der Waals contribution 3rr/pd4 in effect 
increases the term linear in k by many orders of magnitude 
over the pure gravitational contribution. The critical charge 
density should therefore be considerably increased compared 
to [Z]. Indeed, electrons on films have been observed ro be 
stable up to 1 0 " ~ m - ~ .  This was found for a wide class of 
substrates, insulating as well as metal1 ic, and irrespective of 
the film thickness befotx charging. The latter result, somewhat 
surprising in view of [3], could be explained on the basis of 
ellipsometric measurements of the thickness of charged films 
(see Fig. 2). Due to the electrostatic pressure of the electron 
layer the thickness is reduced (4) to 

where do is the thickness of the film before charging (given, 
e.g., by do = (a/pgh)1'3 for a film at a height h above the bulk 
liquid level). 

In an additional measurement we investigated the influence 
of the surface electrons on the propagation of third sound in the 
He films. A pronounced increase of the third sound velocity 
was observed an charging, which could be completely attributed, 
however, to the reduct~on of film thickness by the charges 
according to [4 ] .  An indication of a d~crease of the velocity, 
which could have been taken as a precursor of the EHD insta- 
bility in the film, was not found even for the maximum attain- 
able charge density of 1 0 " ~ r n - ~ ,  where the (average) film 
thickness is less than 100 A. We therefore believe that the 
process that limits the maximum electron density on He films 
is not a collective EHD instability, but rather a single particle 
process like the tunneling of Individual electrons, probably 
through "weak spots" of the film at imperfections of the substrate. 
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AG. 2. Thickness d of two charged 4 ~ e  films as a function of the 

electron density. The thickness do of the uncharged fiIms was 220 and 
420 A, respectively (ref. 4). 
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FIG. 3. Schemat~c experimental setups far measuring thc mobil- 
ity of electrons on He films. (a) Sommcr technique, applicd for mobil- 
ities p > 1 cm2 V- ' S-l; a typical value for the driving frequency is 
100 kHz. (b) Ellipsomefric technique (ref. 4). 

4. Electron mobility on He films 
Measurements of  the mobility of surface electrons on He 

have been canied out with several techniques, like cyclotron 
resonance (1) or  the "Sommer technique," where an mange- 
ment with segmented capacitor plates is used, as shown in Flg. 
3a ( 5 ) .  Application of a small ac voltage (on the order of 
rnillivolrs) to plate A gives rise to a modulation of  the electron 
density above plate B and hence to an ac voltage at B. Direct 
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FIG. 4. Phase shift g and m d i b i y  zy of electrons on sorid Hz covered by a He film wirh a temperature dependent thickness. For T > 5 K the 
data are equivalent to thosc on a bare H2 substrate, becausc essentially all the He IS in the gar phase (pressure p = 0.35 mbar at 5 K). At the 
lowest temperatures, where all the He has condensed, the He film reaches a th~ckness of 10 layers. The clcctron density in this run was 5 x 
1O"m-'. 

crosstalk from A to B can be reduced by a separating plate, 
which is on ac ground. The amplitude and phase of the signal 
due to the electrons contain information about the density and 
the mobility of the electrons. In particular, the phase shift with 
respect to the driving voltage, cp, is related to the mobility by 

151 tan cp o: pL-l 

We have tried to measure with this technique the electron 
mobility on He films covering various substrates. For only one 
of these substrates, solid HZ, was p. large enough that a meas- 
urement was possible; these experiments will be discussed in 

, the next section. For all the other, more conventional, sub- 
strates like glass or MyIar the mobility was below the limit that 
can he detected with this setup, - 1 cm2 Y-' s-'. 

To obtain a better estimate o n  these low mobilities on films, , 
we used the ellipsometric technique with a setup sketched in 
Fig. 3b. The method consists in measuring the electron density 
onthe film via the film thickness, using [4]. In the beginning 
the film is charged to a high density, and then a positive potential 
IS applied to the metallic strip evaporated onto part of the SiOz 
substrate. As a result the electrons are pulled towards the strip, 
and the charge density above the insuIating part of the substrate 
drops with a characteristic time constant inversely proportional 
to the mobility. Since the method allows measurement of varia- 
tions in the charge density on the time scale of hours, it can aIso 
detect extremely small mobilities. For He films charged to a 
densityof 10"cm-wef find p.< 1 0 - 5 ~ m 2 V - 1  S - I  at T =  1.5K, 
which implies that under these conditions the electrons are 
essentially localized. 

One possible mechanism that leads to a low electron mobil- 

ity on "usual" substrates (i.e., dielectric constants E > 2) has 
been discussed by Jackson and Platzrnan (6) and Andrei (7) .  
Since the electrons, under the influence of the image charge in 
the substrate, exert a considerable pressure upon the surface, 
one expects the formation of dimples in the film underneath 
each individual electron. The electrons in this so-called polaron 
state have a considerably increased effective mass and hence a 
reduced mobility. 

A second source for a decrease of p,, which should become 
important for nonideal substrate surfaces, is the pinning of the 
electrons to surface irregularities. This process should be effi- 
clent especially at high electron densities, where the 2D elec- 
tron system becomes strongly correlated, so that the pinning of 
only a few electrons can lead to the complete irnrnohilization 
of the whole electron layer. It should be mentioned that at a 
temperature of 1.5 K and a density of lO'kr~-~ a Coulomb 
system is we11 within the Wigner crystal phase, which for an  
imperfect substrate may be polycrysitalline or even a "Wigner 
glass." It appears interesting to determine the influence of the 
image charges on the phase diagram of such a sysfem, which 
should: be modified, due to dipoIar contributions, as compared 
to the n e d y  pure Coulomb interaction between electrons on 
bulk He. 

5. Elwtron mobiIity on 6410w E" substrates 
One way to reduce the interaction of the electrons with the 

substrate and thus increase the mobility is to use a solid sub- 
strate with a dielectric constant close to 1, such as solid H2 or 
Ne (8, 9). Before discussing such surfaces, in our case HZ, 
covered with a thin He firm, we first consider the bare subs~are. 



FIG. 5 .  (a) Radial distribution function of a simple classical fluid 
in 3D (schematic). (b) Dens~ty distribution In the viclnlty of a van der 
Waals solid-liquid interface (from ref. 17). 

Electrons on condensed hydrogen form a 2D layer similar to 
the system on bulk He, however, at a reduced distance from 
the surface (s - 20 A) due to the larger polarizability of H2. 
The mobility of the electrons on the lzquid phase (at tempera- 
tures above the triple point, T, = 13.8 K) is dominated by gac 
atom scattering and therefore decreases rapidly as the tempera- 
ture and hence the gas atom density increase. On the solid (T < 
13.8 K), additional scattering arises from surface defects, so 
that the inverse scattering time (proportional to the inverse 
mobility) is 

161 T - I  = 7;: + T& 

An example for the electron mobility on M I  as a function of 
temperature is shown in Fig. 4. Since in this case is high we 
used here the technique sketched in Fig. 3a. The phase shift 
(related to the mobility by 151) displays a sharp step at the tripPe 
point, indicating the additional scattering from surface defects 
on the solid. An absolute scale for f i  was obtained from a mea- 
surement on the liquid substrate just above T,, where several 
other experiments have yielded a value of 6 x lo3 cm2 V- ' s-" 
18, 10). 

On solid Hz, the temperature dependence of p should level 
off as T is lowered,' because the gas atom scattering becomes 
negligible, and the scattering from surface defects should not 
depend on T.  Yet anomalies are observed in general for tem- 
peratures around 8 K,  in Fig. 4 only visible as a shallow dip, 
suggesting that some change on the surface takes place, such 
as, e.g., surface roughening or surface melting (refs. 8 and, 
for reviews, I 1). A more trivial explanation, namely the devel- 

'This only holds as long as thc correlation effect$ in the electronic 
motion, already mentioned above. are negligi 

FIG. 6. (a) Part of the data for the 4 H ~  film on H2 in Fig. 4, drawn 
on an expanded scale. (b) Similar run to (a). hut with a reduced 
amount of 4He in the CCII ( p  = 0.1 15 mbar at 5 K). 

number o f  rnaxtrna 
FIG. 7 .  Normalized van der Wanls thicknew d/(u)"'" = (T In 

Ip/prl)-">lottech vs. the number of mobility maxima (which is equal 
to the number of monolaycrs according co the ~nt~rpretation g~ven  
here). The full symbols refer to runs at various amounts of 4 ~ e ,  the 
open symbols are results of Paalanen and lye (ref. 12). The straight 
llne impl~es a van der Waals constant u = 20 K x (layer)? 



FIE. 8 .  Phase shift tp for eIectrons above a 3 ~ e  film on solid H2 ( p ( 7 ~ e )  = 3.5 mbar at 5 K).  As for 4He, the mobility maxima occur at those 
temperatures where completely filled monolayers are expected. The steep rise at 0.5 K ~ignalq the rapid increase OF film thickness at that 
temperature. 

opment of cracks resulting from thermal contraction of the 
hydrogen crystal, is unlikely because the anomalies occur both 
on cooling and on warming the sample. Further measurements 
are required to investigate this phenomenon. 

6. Solid Hz covered with thin He films 
The mobility of electrons on bare H7 was found to be limited 

to several times lo4 crn2 V-I S -  ' due Ito defect scattering. One 
might suppose that the defects can be "smoothed" and the 
mobility in this way improved by covering the Hz substrate 
with a thin He film. However, our experiments as well as 
earlier measurements by Paalanen and Iye (henceforth referred 
to as PI) (12) show that on the contrary p decreases when He 
is added. This behavior will now be discussed in some detail. 

The effect is evident in Fig. 4 for temperatures below about 
5 K.  In this rwn the sample celI contained a smalI constant 
amount of 4He (0.37 mbar at 5 K) (1 bar = 100 kPal in addition 
to the hydrogen. Whereas for T > 5 K all the helium was essen- 
tially in the gas phase2 (where its contribution to the scattering 
is negligible compared to that of the substrate, ~ i d / ~ i ~ { ~ ~ ,  < 
lo-*), at lower T a film started to build, which at T - 0.5 K,  
where nearly all the helium had condensed, corresponded to 10 
monolay ers. 

The growth of the film affects the mobility, but the mobitity 
is not monotonic in the film thickness. Rather it displays pro- 
nounced oscillations that decrease in amplitude as T w reduced 
and the film becomes thicker. Similar oscillations in p were 
already observed by PI in an experiment where the 4He film 
thickness was varied at constant T. These authors ascribed the 
mobility maxima to completed and the minima to half-filled He 

'For T > 5 K the data therefore represent a measurement on a bare 
substrate. 

rnonolayers, respectively. Four oscillations could be observed 
in their measurement at 1.45 K,  an indication that the layering 
of the He film extends over at least 4 monolayers. Our data 
show that at lower T the layering extends even further, reach- 
ing over distances considerably larger than the ~hort-range 
order known from bulk liquids (cf. Fig. 5a).  This is illu~trated 
in Fig. 6a where data of Fig. 4 are plotted on an expanded 
scale. Nine osciIlations can he resolved, which implies some 
kind of ordering in the film over 9 atomic distances. 

That the oscillations in p. are indeed related to the film 
thickness and are not due to some other temperature depen- 
dence of the apparatus is demonstrated by the data in Fig. 6b ,  
which were taken under the same conditions as in Fig. 6a 
except for a reduced amount of 4He in the cell ( P H e  = 0.115 
instead of 0.35 mbar at 5 K). Consequently the maximum film 
thickness was limited to 3 layers, in good accord with the 
observed number of oscillations. As an additional support, we 
have plotted in Fig. 7 the data of several runs in a graph similar 
to one used by PI. The straight line represents the dependence 
expected for a "van der Waals film" whose thickness d is 
related to the actual gas pressure p and the saturated vapor 
pressure p, at the temperature T by 

The van der Waals constant cr for 4He on solid H7 as deter- 
mined from our results agrees perfectly with the value a = 
20 K x (layer)3 obtained by PI. 

Although the correspondence between the mobility maxima 
and filled monolayers is thus clearly demonstrated, the origin 
of the reduction in for partly filled layers remains to be 
explained. Sources for the excess scattering could be the sur- 
face structure or excitations of the film. In the latter case the 
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FIG. 9. Full symbols: arnpIitude of thc modulation in the mobility 
as a function of the film thickness, normalized to the value at the first 
layer. Opcn symbols: amplitude of the oscillations in the dcnsity 
distribution of a Lennard-Jones system as one movcs from the solid 
into the liquid phase (from Broughton el nl. (f7)). The straight line 
represents an exponential decay of the amplitudes with a characteristic 
length of 2.5 layers. 

superfluidity of the 4He films discussed so far might be reie- 
vant. For this reason we have also studied %e films, which in 
the temperature range of our measurement are not superfluid. 
We find that a modulation in the mobility is observed for %e 
as well (see Fig. 8); thus the oscillatory behavior of p is not 
related to superfluidity. 

An interpretation given by PI for submonolayer films is that 
in this case is determined by the scattering from density 

fluctuations in the adsorbed 2D He system. This picture can he 
extended to thicker films, if one assumes that He forms well- 
defined layers as they are observed, for example, for krypton 
on graphite (13). A theory for the electron mobility in this 
transition region between the submonolayer range and very 
thick films, where scattering from ripplons dominates, does 
not yet exist. Therefore a quantitative description cannot be 
given at present. Nevertheless, our data allow us to draw some 
conclusions on the range of the correlation induced in the 
liquid film by the presence of the solid H2 wall. For this 
purpose we have plotted in Fig. 9 the amplitude of the modula- 
tion in p vs. film thickness, which should yield information on 
the length scale of the layering. The data are compatible with a 
roughly exponential decay with a characteristic length (coms- 
ponding to a decrease by a factor of e )  of about 2 atomic 
distances. 

Indications for the layering of He films have been found also 
in specific heat and third sound measurements of "He on graph- 
ite substrates (14, 151, Up to 7 layers could be distinguished in 
these experiments. A theoretical study of He films on various 
substrates by Krotscheck (16) gave quite substantial layering 
as well. (Unfortunately these calculations are restricted to n s 4 
layers and therefore cover only part of our experimental range.) 
More generally, computer simulations for Lennard-Jones sys- 

tems have shown that the solid-liqu~d interface of such sys- 
tems is characterized by a transition region as much as 10 
atomic distances wide (17). Over this length the density dis- 
tribution, which is strongly peaked at the lattice positions in 
the solid, decays towards the constant value of the liquid (Fig. 
5h). Thus the order induced by a plane interface extends much 
further into the liquid than one might have argued on the basis 
of the relatively short-range structure in the density comlatlon 
function for liquid< in 3 dimensions. 

For a comparison with our results we also plotted in Fig. 9 
the amplitude of the density modulation near a van der Waals 
sokid-liquid interface, taken from the density profile in Fig. 
5 b. The decay length5 for these two sets of data agree remark- 
ably well; in view of the crudeness of the argument we do not 
want to overestimate this pan t ,  however. (Two aspects are to 
be taken into account in a more quantitative discussion: (i) as 
the film thickness increases, the distance of the electrons from 
h e  surface grows and hence their coupling to the film decreases; 
(ii) correlation effects in the electronic motion can affect the 
mobility at the lower temperatures, which in Fig. 9 eorre~pond 
to the larger values of d.) 

7. Conclusions 
The results presented above show that electrons on He films 

display a number of interesting features. A promising substrate 
for these films is solid HZ, which interacts only weakly with 
the electrons and apparently can be grown wirh good surface 
quality. The films on t h ~ s  substrate show deviations from the 
bulk liquid, visible in pronounced mobility oscillations of 
surface electrons, which can be interpreted as layering in the 
film up to nearly 10 atamic distances. This, probably lnduced 
by the solid wail, is observed for both He isotopes. The nature 
of the layering with respect to structure and correlations in the 
film is not yet clear. Further experiments, such as precise 
measurements of the vapor pressure above rhe film, the propa- 
gation of third sound, and neutron and X-ray scattering, should 
yield complementary information. Besides, one might hope that 
the surface electrons, which have proven to be an extremely 
sensitive probe, will also add to the understanding of liquid 
films in future experiments. 
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